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Abstract 
Let {Pn }n.2';O be a sequence of polynomials orthogonal with respect to some distribu-
tion function eT and let {Qn}"~O be a simple set (i.e., each qn has degree exactly n) of 
polynomials such that 
Q'.+M(",)=9m (x)P.(.-,(x)) foral! n=O,I,2, ... 
where ... , is a fixed monic polynomial of degree 3 and (Jm. & fixed polynomial of degree m 
with 0 ~ m :S 2. We give necessary and sufficient conditions in order that {Q ... h2:o be a 
sequence of polynomials orthogonal with respect to some distribution function u. Under 
these conditions, we prove that 
where XA means the characteristic function of the set A, [{ ,111 is the support of do-. e2_~ 
denote a polynomial of degree exactly 2 - m and, if m 2: I, Mi is a mass located at the 
zero Xi of Orn(x) == n:'l (x - Xi), 6%,(x) being the Dirac functional at the point x,. 
Key word •• nd Phl' __ : Orthosonal Polynomials, Polynomial mappinp. Stieltjell transforms, 
Chain lequencet. 
AMS (MSC 1991) Subject CI ... Ulcation: Primary 42C05. 
1 Introduction 
Let {Ll;') }n;;,O be the sequence of the Laguerre monic orthogonal polynomials, characterized by 
the orthogonality relation 
/.+00 Li")(x)Ll:,')(x)x"e-Zdx = knDnm (kn = const. > 0), n, m = 0, I, 2, ... 
provided that a > -1. If we make the change of variables x -; x 3 and choose a = -2/3, then 
/.
+00 -Z' k" 
o Q3n(X)Q3m(X)e dx '" aDnm, n,m = 0, 1,2, ... 
where we wrote Q3n(X) := Li-2/3) (x3). This leads to the following question: if we define 
Q3n(X) := Li-2/3)(X3) for all n = 0, 1, ... , can we complete the system {Qnln~o (i.e., how to 
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define 03n+! and Q3n+2 ?) 80 that {Qn}n"O be a sequence of (monic) polynomials orthogonal 
with respect to the weight function e-" 8Upported on the interval]O. +oo[ ? It can be a little 
unexpected. but the answer to this question is negative (one of the reasons is that ]0. +oo[ is not 
a bounded interval- see Remark after Theorem 3.1). More generally. we consider the following 
problem: 
Problem: Let {p .. } .. >o be a.equence of pol1l""miols orthogonal with rupeet to .ome d"tri-
bution function u and let-{Qn} .. >o be a .rimpl • .. t (i .•.• each Qn ha. degree nJ of polynomial.< 
.ouch that -
03 .. +m(Z) = 8m(Z)P .. (1f3(X)j for all n = 0.1.2 •... 
....... "3 is a fixt:tl. manic polynomial of degree 3 and 8m " Q fixt:tI. polynomial of degree m with 
o ~ m ~ 2. To find necu''''l/ and IUfficimt conditions in order that {O .. } .. "o be a '<qUence of 
po/1I""mial! orlhogmaal with rupeet to .ame distribution function ii. 
Notice that we must distinguish three cases. so we will refer as PI. P2 or P3 to the above 
problem for the three possible choices m = O. m = 1 or m = 2 (resp.). In [10] we analyzed 
these three problems without the assumption that the given sequence {P .. } .. "o and the required 
sequeDce {On} .. ". be orthogonal in tbe positive-definite sense (i.e .• with respect to some dis-
tribution function). 80 that. {p .. }"". and {O"),,,," were considered orthogonal with respect to 
some regular (or quasi-definite) linear moment functional [4. p.16]. In this paper we will assume 
the results and the notations of [10]. We will consider monic orthogonal polynomial systems 
(MOPS), which are characterized by a three-term recurrence relation 
zP .. (z) = P,,+!(z)+,B .. Pn(z) +'Y"P"-I(Z), n ~ 1. 
p.(z) =1, p,(x)="-/lo. (1) 
In the general case, {,6n} .. ". and {-y .. },.", are sequences of complex numbers, with 'Yn -I 0 
for all n ~ 1; in the positive definite case each ,6 .. is a real number and 'Y .. > 0 for all n. In 
the next it is important to have in mind the definitions of some useful MOPS's (cf. also [10]): 
{P:(C; ·n .. ,," (where c is a real number such that Pn(c) -I 0 for all n ~ 0). the wen known 
sequence of monic kernel polynomials of K-parameter c associated with {P,,}n". [4. p.35}; 
{p~l)}"" •• the sequence of the monic associated polynomials of the first kind of {p.}."o [4. 
p.86]; {P~ }n~o (~ a fixed real number), which is called the co-recursive sequence of {Pn}n>o for 
the modification'\' (CHIHARA. [5]); and {P;.O}n>o. (where'\' and c are real numbers such that 
,\, 'I 0 and P;(c) -10 for all n ~ 0). which is the-MOPS corresponding to the linear functional 
uA,e defined by (% - e)uAte = -Au, or u"'c = ua6e - ~(x - e}-tu, where u is the regular linear 
functional associated with {Pn}n" •• Cc is the Dirac functional at the point c. (Co.J) := J(c) and 
("_C)-IU is the linear functional defined by (("'-C)-IU.J) := (u.(J(x) - J(c)l/(x-c». J E F 
(MARONI. [12]). Here. F denotes the set of polynomials with complex coefficients. Notice that 
P;(zj = P,.(,,) - ,\,P!:!,(zl. p;.O(x) = P"(,,,) _ :,,;(c(»P .. _.(Z) 
n-l C 
for all n = 0.1.2 .... As in [101. for "'.11. ( E R. we will use the notations: 
D~'P(x.II):=1 ~"~«II:t» f4++'.«II"» l.n=0.1.2 ... ; P«):= urn P.(C). 
.. .-Ho<> P~:!l (C) 
2 Two Preliminary Lemmas 
In [IO} we have considered "formal orthogonality·. in the sense that the orthogonal pOlynomials 
{Pn }n~D are related to a numerical sequence Un :~ {n. xn.) ) n = O. 1.2 •. . "' independently of the 
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fact that these numbers are moments of some weight or distribution function on some support 
or not. In order to study when this can occur, we must analyze when a regular linear functional 
u is positive definite, i.e., (u, f) > 0 for all f E JP such that f(x) ~ 0, 'Ix E Rand f ~ O. By a 
well known representation Theorem [4, Chap.II] a linear regular functional u is positive definite 
if and only if it admits a Stieltjeo integral representation (u, f) = J!::: f(z)du(z) , for every 
polynomial f , where u is a distribution function [4, p.51]. Given a sequence of orthogonal 
polynomials {Pn}.>o satisfying (1) with f3n E R and 'f. > 0 for all n, it is pooaible to obtain 
the corresponding distribution function, u, from the asymptotic behavior of p. (x) and p!~. (z), 
according to Markov's theorem (see [4, p.89], e.g.), 
p(') (z) 1+~ duCt) 
-un fun :-,-(.) = F(z;u) := --, z E C\supp(dul, 
n ..... oo rn Z -00 t-z 
unifurmiyon compact suboets of C\supp(du), provided that supp(du) is compact (the function 
F(.;,,) is called the Stieltjes function of the distribution function 0"). The distribution function 
O"(z) can be recovered from tbe above limit relation by applying Stieltjes inversion formula: at 
the points tl and t2 where u is a continuoU! function, 
0"(t2) - O"(t.) = fun 21.1" [F(z +ie;(1) - F(z-ie;O")]dz. 
e-+O+ 'ift tt 
Notice that, if A is real and {P. }.;,J is an MOPS with respect to a positive definite linear 
functional, tben 80 is {P~}.;,o, as well as {P~')}n;'O. We denote by agn the sign function. 
Lemma 2.1 A .. ume that {P.}n;'O is an MOPS tDith rupeet to a pomive definite linear func-
tional and let [e,1/] be the ror-r-..ponding true interval of orthogonalitJI [4, p.29]. Then the true 
interval of orthogonalitll of {P;}.?O is contained in [e+A,1/] if>. < 0 and is contDined in 
[e,1/ + A] if>. > o. A. a comequence, for a fixed poir (A,,.) of real number. and n EN., 
A ~ 0, ,,~e + >. '* sgn[P~(z)] = (_1)' 
,.~o, 1I~"'+" '* sgn[P:(x)]=+! 
>.~O, ,.~O, x~e+>., 1I~1/+" => sgn[D~··(X,II)]=(-l)'. 
Furthermore, for anll A, the zero. of P~ are in le. 'If for eve", n if and onlll if p(e) ~ A ~ P(..,), 
where P({) ( .... p. P(,,») mUlt be replaced by -00 (re.p. +00) if e = -00 ( .... p. 'I = +00). 
Proof. By using results from [5], was shown in [9] that if >. < 0 then the true interval of 
ortbogonality of {P;}n;" is contained in [{,1/ + A]. The proof is similar for A> O. The last 
statement in the Lemma is a result proved in [5]. 
Let {p.}.;,J be orthogonal in the positive definite sense with respect to the distribution 
function u and let [e,1/] be the corresponding true interval of orthogonality. Fix A,c E R. 
According to Favard's Theorem, it follows from Lemma 2.1 and the explicit expressions for the 
coefficients of the three-term recurrence relation for {P;,C}.;" (cf. [lOll that this MOPS is 
orthogonal in the positive definite sense if one of the following four sets of conditions holds: 
(i) A < 0 and c ~ e + A, or (Hi) A < 0 , P({) ~ " ~ P(1/) and c :s e, or 
(ii) A > 0 and c ~ 1/ + >., or (iv) >. > 0 , P({) ~ >. ~ P(..,) and c ~ ". (2) 
Moreover, if [e, 'I] is compact and one of the conditions (2) holds. then u',c i. represented by 
the distribution function gAte defined by 
>. 
du"C(x) = Moc(x) - x _ cXR,"(x)du(x) , M := un + AF(c;u) , (3) 
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XE being the characteristic function of a set E. Notice that any set of conditions in (2) implies 
h' I'!,"~~ < +00 and M:= Uo + AP(c; u) ;e: O. 
Furthermore, in cases (i) and (ii) it is true that M > 0, and in cases (Hi) and (iv) we ~ .ha~e 
M > 0 if c -; e or c -; 'I, respectively. H c = e or c = 'I it can occnr M = O. Hence, u~' IB, m 
fact, a distribution function. The next proposition is motivated by the results of [7]. 
Lemma 3.2 Let u be Cl di.otribmion function with supp(du) c [e, 'I], -00 < e < 'I < +00. Let 
T be a real and manic po/fI7Iomial of degree k ;e: 2 Inch that the deri •• ti.e T' hfJ8 k - 1 real 
and diltinct zero" denoted in increa.ring order bUlIl < lI2 < ... < lit-I. A""ume that either 
T(II2.-.) ;e:" and T(II2.) :s e (fur 011 po.,ibk i) if" i.o odd, or T(II2'-') :s e and T(II") ;e: 'I if 
" is even. Let A and B '" ItDo real and manic po/lfRGMioll lUCk that deg(A) = 10 - 1 - m and 
deg(B) = m , with 0 :S m :S k -1. A,,,,,,," 0110 that the zero. of AB are reo! and di.oMct, AB 
and T' ha"" the .ame Iign in each point of the .et T-'([e, ,,]) ond, if m ;e: 1, 
l ' du(lI) ---<+00 ( ly-T(bj)1 
jfJf' j = 1, .. . J rn, where hI, ~, '" , bm denote the zeros of B. Let 
(4) 
1 _ 
F(z):= B(z) [A(z)F(T{z);u) - Lm-.(z)J, z E C\T '([e,,,]), (5) 
where L .. _.(z) := Ei=. MjB(z)/{z - 6j ), Mj := A(bj )F(T(bj );u)/B'{6j) for j = 1, . .. ,m 
(Lo{z) '" 0), i.e., L .. _. is the Lagrange interpolatory po/fI7Iomiol of degree m -1 thot coincide. 
with A(z)F{T(z);u) .t the zero. of B. Then, F i.o the Stieltjes function of the di.otribution r 
defined by 
IA(:Z:) I du(T(:z:)) dr(x):= B{x) XT-'(J(,,[)(x)~. (6) 
Proof, According to the hypothesis, one can write T-'([{,'1]) = U~=.Ej where E" ... ,E. 
are k cl~ interval8 in the real line such that Ej and Ej+t have at most one common point. 
Consider the functions Tj : Dj ..... T(Dj) (i = 1, ... ,10) 8uch that x E Dj ... 1j(x) := T(x), 
.. here D, :=]- 00,1/,] , Dj := [ui-bllj) (j = 2, ... , k - 1) and D. := [u.-b +00[. Then, each 
Tj is bijective and Tj(Ej) = [e,'1] for i "" 1, ... ,10. Now, by hypothesis, AB and T' have the 
same ~ in each intenal Ej of T-'([{,,,J). This implies that the zeros of AB are located 
between the intervals E1,. .. ,EIc 1 hence the zeros Ql, ... ,QJ:-l-m of A and bt, ... ,bm of B, 
satisfy T(",) ~)e,'1[ (i = 1, ... ,k-1-m) and T(bj ) ~){,'1[ U = 1, .. . ,m). We first prove that, 
under the hypothesis of the Lemma, ,. given by (6) defines, in fact. a distribution function. Fbr 
that, it is sufficient to show that 
1 IA(X) I du(T(x)) < +00 T-'([{,,]) B(x) T'(x) (7) 
(because [e,'I] is compact). Since the zeros of Band T' are real and simple, considering the sets 
of indices J" J. and J3 defined as J. := {1, ... ,m} \ {j : bj = y, for some i E {I, .. . ,k -In, 
J.:= {1, ... ,k -1} \ {j: Uj = b, for 801110 i E {l, ... ,mH and J3 := {I, ...• m}n {j: bj = Yi for some i E {l, ... ,k -IH, one can write 
--l--=E °lj +2: °2j +L~ 
B(x)T'(x) JEJ, x - hj ]EJ, x - Yj jEJ, (x - bj )2 ' 
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with a.;'s real numbers. But, T(x) = 1'(b;) +T'(b,)(x - bJ ) + ~(x - b,)2 + ... + (x - b,)' (for a fixed j). Hence, if; E J l then T'(bj ) -F 0 and T(x) - T(b,) = (x - b,)[T'(b,) + Glj (,,)], 
where Glj(x) is a polynomial of degree k - 1 such that Gl,(bj) = O. Thus, it follows that 
laljA(x)1 < K l ; 1) [ 
Ix - b;1 - IT(x) _ T(b;)I' "E 1'- (~,'1), j E Jl 
where Kli := sUP.ET-'U( .• O laliA(x)IIT'(b;)+Gl;(x)1 < 00. Similarly, if; E J. then T'(b;) = 0 
and T"(bj) -F Osothat T(x)-T(bj) = (x-bj )'[T"(b,)/2+G3,(x)], whereG.j(x) is a polynomial 
of degree k - 2 such that G.,(bj ) = O. Then, we deduce 
la'jA(x)1 < K3, 1] D (x-bi)' -IT(x)-T(bj)I' XET- ({,'I, jEJ, 
where K,; := SUP.ET-'(j( • .,O 1a.;A(x)IIT"(b;)/2 + G,,(x)1 < 00. Finally, if j E J, then 1/; -F b, 
for all i E {I, ... , m} and, therefore, if 1'(1/;) = { or 1'(1/;) = '1 for some j then necessarily 
'IIi = 4i for some i E {l, ... ,k -I-m}, and we can conclude 
la,;A(x)1 . 
K,; := 'ET~~S( . .,() Ix _ !/jl < 00, 1 E J,. 
This is straightforward if 1'(11;) -F { and 1'(1/;) -F ~ for all j. Hence, for x E T-I(j{,'1[), 
I
A(X) 1 1 <" 1 ,,1 
B(x) T'(x) - KI L-
J 
1T (x) T(b;)1 + n,K, + K3 L-
J 
IT(x) - T(b;lI ' 
JE 1 JE ~ 
where K.:= maxjEJ. K,j (i = 1,2,3) and n, = #J,. Thus, the integral in (7) becames 
(_. 1;«:» T,l(x)jSgnT'{X)da(1'(X»:S Kl ~ t lIT;:~'~~~ lIda(T(x))+ 
iT ([e,,,,]) ]EJ1 t=1 E. J 
k {, • ( sgnT'(x) 
+n,K, ~ lE, BgnT (x)da(T{x)) + K3,~ ~ lE. IT{x) _T(b;lIdu(T(x)) = 
=kKI ~ £" I _~(b)lda(lI) +kn,K,uo + kK3 ~ [" I _~(b')lda(y) 
jEJ1 (11 'J jEJ3 {y , 
(by making the substitution y = T(x) , x E E.), This proves (7),lI£COrdingto the hypothesis (4), 
and we conclude that r, defined by (6), is a distribution function with Bupp(dr) C T-I([{, '1]). 
Hence, for Z E C\T-l([{, '1]), making the substitution s = T{x) (notice that AB and 1" have 
the same sign in each interval E;) we get 
Fz'r _..f- ( _1_IA(x»)da(T(X)) =£" __ l __ A{T;-l{S»~ ( , ) - f;;: lE] X - Z B(x) T'(x) (1';1(8) - Z B(T,-1(8)) 1"(1',-1(8)) . 
Now, since T(b,) j1]~,~[ for j = 1, .. ""., if. E ]~.'1[ one can write 
A(z) l' A(Tj-l(s)) ~ A(b,) 
B{z). - T(z) = t; (1', I{.) - z)B(T,-I(S))T'{T,-l(s)) + f;;: B'(b,)(T(b,) - .)(b; - z) . 
Thus, for z E C\T-l([{,I'/]), we get 
[ " A(z) 1 ~ A(b,) 1" 1 F(z;r) = ( B(z). _ 1'(z) dues) - ;S-: B'{bj)(z _ bj) ( 8 _ 1'(6,) dues) = F(z). 
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3 The Positive Definite Case 
We are now in position to characterize the solution for problems PI, P2 and P3 (in the pos-
itive definite case). We mention that problem PI has been studied by P.BARRUCAND and 
D.DICKINSON [2J for a particular cubic transformation and for general k by J.GERONIMO and 
W.VAN AsscHE [7J. In fact. these authors have proved that given a sequence {Pn}n~O of 
polynomials orthonorma1 with respect to some positive measure". supported on the bounded 
interval [-I.IJ and a polynomial T(x) of fixed degree k ~ 2 with distinct zeros and such that 
IT(Yi)l 2:: 1 , where Yj (j = 1, ... , k - 1) are the zeros of T', then there exists a positive 
measure J1 and a sequence of polynomials {qn} n>O orthonormal with respect to Il such that 
Qkn(X) = Pn(T(x)) (n = 0.1 •... ). As we will see; tbe Stieltjes functions associated with the 
orthogonal polyoomials in problems PI. P2 and P3 satisfy relations of the form 
F( . -) = A(.) + B(.)F( ... (z); 0') Z.O' e(z) 
where A, B and C are polynomials (CT and (j denote the distribution functionB corresponding 
to IPn}.>o and {Qn}n>o, respectively). This fact establishes the connection between this kind 
of probleiDs with problems involving sequences of orthogonal polynomials defined by general 
blocks of recurrence relations studied by J.CHARRIS. M.E.H.IsMAIL and S.MONSALVE [3J. in 
connection with Bieved orthogonal polynomials. Finally. we refer that such a kind of polynomial 
transformation! lead to orthogonal polyoomials whose measure of orthogonality is supported 
on several intervals. These kind of sequences of orthogonal polynomials have been the subject 
of several investigations - among others, we refer the mentioned paper by J.GERONIMO and 
W.VAN ASSCRE [7J. as well as the contributions of M.E.H.IsMAII, [8J and F.PEHER'ITORFER 
[13J. [14J. Our main interest is to establish necessary and sufficient conditions in order to 
characterize the positive definite case. 
Theorem 3.1 Let {Pn}n~o be an MOPS in the positive definite sense, orthogonal with respect 
to .tome dutribution function (J and let [~,f1) be the true intenJal of orthogonality of {Pn}n>O-
Le.t {Qn}n~O be a simple .set of monic polynomials such that -
Q, (0) = -{J. Q,({J) = -"(, Q3n(X) = Pn(1f3(X)). n = 0.1.2,... • (8) 
where "3 io a real (monic) pollJ1lomial oJ degree 3 and {J."( are real numbers. Gon.oider the 
pol"""mial 
p(x) :="( + ["3(X) - lTJ({J)J/(x - {J) • (9) 
denote by 01 and a2 the zeros of p and put Cl := 7l"3(aI) and C2 := 1f3{a2). 
Then, for a fixed pair ({J. "(). IQn}n;;,o is an MOPS in the po.iti.e definite se ..... if and only 
if a1 and a2 are real (we (l.!sume, without loss 0/ genemlity, that a} S 42) and the following 
rondition,,, hold 
"( > 0 • c, $ { • 7J $ c, . (10) 
Q3n+1(X) = _(1 ) [Pn+l("'(X)) + "(p"p.'(c(,;c),) (x -a, _ ! Pn (+l(C2») Pn("3(X))] (11) px n C2 1'P,i CliC2 ' 
Q3n+'(X) = p(~) [( z- a, + ~ :;~:~~;») Pn+'("J(x)) - ~ ;;~;~~~(~:~:) Pn(1r3(X))] 
(12) 
for all n = 0,1,2..... Under lhe.w! (:mJliitions. {Qn}n~o is orthogonai with respect to the 
uniquely detennined distribution function (j 
(13) 
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Proof. First assume that al and a2 are real (al :-:; a2) and that conditions (10)-(12) hold. 
Since, for each n, the zeros of Pn are in J{, '1[, the conditions e2 :-:; {and 'I :-:; Cl yield Pn(e.) ;i 0 
and Pn(co);iO for all n = 0,1,2, .... Moreover,condition co:-:; {eusures that {P~(C2;')}.>O is 
also an MOPS in the positive definite sense and the corresponding interval of orthogonality is 
contained in [{,'1J (cf. [4, Th.7.1, p.36]). Therefore P~(co;e');i 0 for all n = 0, 1,2, ... and so 
also P~(cI;e2) = p.(c2)P';(co;Ct)/Pn (et);i 0 for all n = 0,1,2, .... It follows from Theorem 
2.1 in [1OJ that {On}n>O is an MOPS. To conclude that it is an MOPS with respect to a positive 
measure, we only Ileed-to show that the coefficients {Pn, 1'n-+l }n~O of the three-term recurrence 
relation corresponding to {Qn}n>O satisfy the conditions 'fin is real and 7ft+I is positive for 
every n = 0, 1,2, ... , In fact, we have proved in (ID] that 
- - 1 Pn+t(e2) - 1 Pn+1(e2) 
(J3R = P, I13n+l = al -:; P.;'(Clj C:Z)' /33n+'J = a'J +:y P;;'{Cli C2) I 
_ Pn_I(CI)P';_1 (Cl; co) _ P':(Ct;co) _ 1 Pn+1 (CI)Pn+t (c.) 
')'3. = -1'1'n Pn(c.)Pn(CO) ,1'3n+1 = l' Pn(co) ,1'3n+2 = 1'2 P';(CI;C2)P';(C2;C.) • 
Hence, it is clear that Pn is real. FUrthermore, using Lemma 2.1 (with .\ = 0 = p), we see that 
.gnPn(CI) = sgnP':(C.;CI) = +1, sgnP.(c.) = SgnP';(CI;CO) = (_1)· and then we deduce 
"in> 0 for all n = 1,2, .... 
Conversely, assume that {O.} .>0 i. an MOPS with respect to a positive definite linear func-
tional. It follows from Theorem 2.[ in [1OJ that (11) and (12) hold. Now, from the hypothesis, 
7" > 0 for n ~ 1; in particular, '"1 = 11 > O. To prove the remaining statements in (10), we 
will show [4, p.l08] that (il) c. < fJn < Cl for n = 0,1,2, ... , and (i2) {an(C;)}.,,1 is a chain 
sequence for i = 1,2, where an(x) := 1'./[(fJ.-I - x)(fJ. - x)J for n = 1,2, .... From [1OJ we 
know that (x - all(x - a2) = p{x) = (x - P:.n+1)(x - P:.n+') - -r:..+2, so that P{ikn+l) < 0 
and p(ik'+2) < 0, hence al < ikn+; < a, for all n = 0,1, ... , i = 1,2. Thus, (il) follows from 
fJ. = C; + '/3.+1 (a; - P:..+2) + 'b.(a; - P:..-,) (n = 0, 1, ... , i = 1,2). To prove (i2) define 
P'+1(c;) 1'.Pn- 1(e;) . _ 
m.(c;) := 1 - (c; _ .anJP.(C;) (c; _ .a.JPn(C;) , n = 0, 1, ... ,. = 1,2 (P-I = 0). 
Then an(Ci) = mn(c;)[1 - m.-I(c.)] for n = 1,2, ... , i = 1,2. Now, using p.+l(C;)/p.(C;) = 
-·h.+1(a, - )13.+.) and taking into account al < ikn+< < a. (i = 1,~) and (il), for n 2': 1 
we have mn(c,) = 1- Pn+1(c,)/[(c; - fJn)P.(c;)J = 1 + 73.+1 (a; - /Ja.+2)/(c; - tJ.) < 1 
and mn(C;) = ')'.Pn-I(C;)/[(C; - fJR)P.(C;)! = 1'./[-r:..-2 (tJ. - c;)(a, - /Ja.-I)] > O. Hence 
mo(c;) = 0 and 0 < mn(C;) < 1 for n = 1,2, ... , i = 1,2. It follows that {aR(C;)}.,,1 is a 
chain sequence (i = 1,2), {mn(C;)}n"o being the corresponding minimal parameter sequence 
[4, p.1l0J. Thus (i2) is proved. 
Now, under the above conditions,let u be the distribution function such that {Qn}n>D is the 
corresponding MOPS. Notice that conditions (10) imply that the true interval of orthogonality 
of {PR}.>o' [~, '1J, must be bounded. Therefore, 17 is uniquely determined by the corresponding 
sequence -of moments and then it is easy to check that a- is also uniquely determined by the 
corresponding sequence of moments. Since Q~~+2 (x) = p(", )p~l) ('" (x» (cf. [10]), by Markov's 
Theorem we deduce 
- . P(Z)Pn_I{I)(1T3(Z)) ()F( (» d -I ([' J) F{z;u) = -tto;~~ Pn(1r3(Z» ::: p Z 1f3 Z ;0', Z y.: 1f3 '*111 , 
hence (13) follows from Lemma 2.2. Notice that, since 1f'3 is a real monic polynOlpiaI of degree 
3 and satisfies "3(a.) :-:; e < 'I :-:; "3(a.) with al < a" then it is easy to see (using Rolle's 
Theorem) that 7r~ has two real and simple zeros. 
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Remarks. (i) Conditions (10) imply that in order to the existence of sequences {Qn}n?!"ol 
orthogonal in the positive definite sense and satisfying the conditions of the Theorem, we must 
start with sequences {Pnln>D such that the corresponding true interval of orthogonality, [~'1l1, 
is bounded, and such that the condition c, "I C2 holds (or, eqUivalently, a, "I a2). 
(ii) In [7], the authors have imposed. a priori, the restrictions "supp(du) compact" and 
"\1I"abIiH ~ 1 on the zeros Ui of 7f"~ (i :;;:::: 1,2)". which in our case corresponds to the condition 
"'(Y;) jt]" ,,[. We have shown that the condition "supp(du) compact" is necessary for the 
orthogonality of {Qn}n>o. FUrthermore, MSuming (without loss of generality) that y, < Y2, 
since in these points 7ra(Y) attains its extremum values, we have 1r3(V2) $ 1t"3(a2) ;::::;; Cl :$ { < 
" $ C, = ".(a,) $ 11",(111), hence again ",(U') ~]~,,,[ must hold necessarily for the orthogonality 
of {Qn}n>o. We also mention that the measure (13) agrees with the results of [7]. 
(ill) Iil [11] it was pointed out that "there does not exist a pair of orthogonal polynomial 
sequences {Pn}.>o and {Qn}n>o MSOCiated with pooitive definite symmetric functionals such 
that Q •• (x) = P;;-("o)". We caD generalize this observation, removing the restriction about the 
gymmetry of the functional., since for any choice of the pair ({J, '"I), with '"I > 0, the polynomial 
p{x) :='"1+(,,' -{J')/(x- {J) =,,2 +{Jx+ {J2 +'"1 has no real zeros. 
The proof of the next Theorem 3.2 is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.3, so we omit it. 
Theorem 3.:1 Let {Pn}';'. be an MOPS in the po.itive definite .eme, orthogorutl with respect 
to some distribution junction IT, and let [~, ~l be the tnle interval of orthogonality of {Pn}n> •. 
Let {Q.}.". be a simple .et of monic polynomials .uch that -
Q.(,,) = (x - {J)(x - a)- '"I, Q,.+1(x) = (x - a)Pn(",(x)) 
for all n = 0, 1, 2, ..• , where a, {J and '"I are fixed real number. and 11"3 a real polynomial of degree 
3. Put b:= -[a + {J + "~(0)/21, c:= ",(b), d := 1I",(a). 
1. If {Qn}n;,. is an MOPS in the positive definite 'ense, then 
'"I> 0 and either I' > 0 if a < b, or I' < 0 if a> b; (14) 
for all n = 0,1,2, •.. , whe ... 1':= "(b- a) and tf!-~(c,d) := D~'"(c,d)/(b - a). 
2. Converselv, if conditiom (14)-(16) hold as well as one of the following: if a < b, either 
c $ ~, d ;:: ~ + 1', or c $ {, d ;:: ~, -00 < p(e) $ I' <; Pc,,) < +00; and, if a > b, either 
d $ {+I',.C.;::", or.d $ e, c;::", -00 < P({) $1'::; Pt,,) < +00. Then {Q'}n>. is an MOPS 
m the po31tive defimte seme, or/hogonal with respect to -
due,,) = M8.(x) +'"1\: =!\X"'(JE.'O(X) du;~(;~», M:= uo + I'F(d;lT);:: o. 
Theorem. 3.~ ~t {Pn}n~o be an MOPS in the po3ititle definite seme, orthogonal with respect 
to .ome distribution junction u, ... d let [~,~I be the true interoal of orlhogonality of {Po} 
Let {Qn}n?!"O n simple .,et of monic polynomial" .,uch that n n~O' 
Q'n+2(X) = (x - a)(x - b)Pn(1I",(X)) , n = 0, 1,2, ... (17) 
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where a and b are fixed real number.! and 11'3 is a polynomial of degru 9. Without lo.!.! of 
generalitl/, suppose a > b. Write Q.(x) = x - a, Q3(X) = (x - P)Q,(x) -1'Q.(x) (a,1' real 
numbers) and denote c := ".(a) , d:= "3 (b) , A := -1'(a - a) and 1':= -1'(b - a) . 




holdforn=O,I,2, ... , whered~·P(c,d) :=D~·"(c,d)/(a-b). 
e. Conversell/, if conditions (18)-(20) hold and either (i) c :0; ~ + A, 1/ + I' :0; d, or (ii) c :0; ~, 
d ~ 'I, -00 < P({j :0; A, I' :0; P(1/) < +00, then {Q.}.>. is an MOPS in the positive definite 
"em:e, orthogonal with ~t to -
_ Aph du("3(X)) 
dU(x) = M •• (",) + Nci.(x) - I(x _ a)(x _ b)lx,;,<]( .• u(x) "Hx) , (21) 
where M:= ~[Uo+AF(C;I1)] ~O ,N:= -~[Uo+pF(d;u)1 ~O. 
Proof. Suppose that {Q.}.>. is an MOPS in the positive definite sense. It follows from 
Theorem 2.3 in [10] that (19) and-(20) hold, as well as P = -[a+b+.-K(O)/21. To prove the first 
two conditions of (18), just notice that, by hypothesis, 7n > 0 for every n, and so, using again 
Theorem 2.3 in [10], l' = 12 > 0 and 0 < 11 = ->.ph2 = -(a - a)(" - b), hence b < " < a 
(because a > b), which implies A < 0 < p. 
Conversely, assume that (18)-(20) hold as well as one of the conditions (i) or (ii). It is 
straightforward to show, using Lemma 2.1 and the expressions given in [101 for 8n and 7n that 
Pn is real and 7n > 0 for every n, so that {Qn}n>o is an MOPS in the positive definite sense. 
Finally, using Q~~+l (x) = (x - a - b + a)P:(1I'3(X» - (Aph)p!'l'("3(x)) (see [10]) and 
Markov's Theorem, we find 
F(z.j7) = ~ + ~ - AI' F("3(Z);U) Z ~ ,,;' ([~,1j]) U {a,b}, 
, a - Z b - x l' (x - aHz - b) , 
with k, := Uop/1'(a - b) , k2 := -UoA/1(a - b). Hence. using Lemma 2.2, one can easily check 
that (21) holds, which completes the proof. 
As an example related with the last theorem, consider the set {Q.} .>. of monic polynomials 
such that Ql(X) = x - a, 03(X) = (x - P)Q2(X) -1'Ql(X) and -
2 1 3 3 Q3.+2(X) = (x - 4 )Pn(x - 4")' n = 0,1,2, ... , 
with et, f3 and 'Y real parameters, where Pn(x) := 2s..(:~1) .. C:;+l(4:c), {C!ln;::o being the 
sequence of the Gegenhauer or ultraspherical polynomials, where it is assumed that v > -1/2. 
so that {C~}.>o is orthogonal in the positive definite sense on [-1,1] with respect to the 
absolutely continuous measured,,"(x) := (l-x2 )"- !dx [6, p.1751. Then, the sequellce {Pn},,?O 
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is an MOPS orthogonal on [-t, tl with respect to the weight w(x) := 4(1 - 16x')"+!. This 
example has been considered in [101, where we have shown how to dpfine Q3n and Q3ntl lU 
order that {Qn}n>O be an MOPS (in the formal sense). Now, from Theorem 3.3 we have 
1r3(X):= x3 - ix,a = -b = ~ and c = -d = -h and choosing a = 0 we have A = -fj =-} 
and then, since F(±i;u) = 4F(±1;u"+1) = 'FWUO (v> -1/2), Theorem 3.3 ensures that 
{Qn}n>O is an MOPS in the positive definite sense if 0 < 'Y ::; ~ and {J = 0, with respect 
to -
( 
4,"( [1 - (4x3 - 3x)2]"+! 
du(x) = T (1- «(;,;':{') "-!(x) + 0l(x») dx + 14x2 -11 Xj_l,l!(x)dx. 
Notice that for 0 < 'Y < ~ there exist mass points at x = ± ~ 1 interior to the interval 
[-1,11. For 'Y = ~,we get (up to a constant factor) du(x) = sin618in39\2" dO (x = cas 6), 
50 that {Qn} n>O is, up to normalization, the sequence of the sieved ultraspherical polynomials 
ofthe second kind, {B~(.,3)}n2:0' introduced by AL-SALAM, ALLAWAY and ASKEY in [1]. 
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